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QUESTION 1

A custom module needs to log all calls of \Magento\Customer\Api\AddressRepositoryInterface::save(). 

Which mechanism do you use? 

A. An observer on the customer_address_repository_save event, which is automatically fired for every repository save 

B. A proxy configured to intercept all calls to any public method and log them 

C. An extension attribute configured in the extension_attributes.xml 

D. A plugin declared for the save() method 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

How do you instruct Magento to enable a new module? 

A. bin/magento module:enable MyCompany_MyModule 

B. Magento automatically enables all new modules. 

C. Go to Admin > System > Module Management. 

D. Add MyCompany_MyModule to the setup_module table. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are debugging a problem resulting from a recently deployed around plugin. The plugin is intercepting the
doSomething method. The aroundDoSomething plugin method is called successfully, but the original doSomething
method is no longer being executed as expected. 

What is causing this? 

A. The sort order of the plugin is too high and supersedes the priority of the intercepted method 

B. The plugin implementation returned something other than its callable argument 

C. The plugin implementation is skipping the execution of its callable argument 

D. The plugin implementation overlooked using the AbstractPlugin parent class 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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What is a valid use case for an around plugin? 

A. The execution of the pluginized method must be suppressed 

B. The arguments of the before plugins must be modified 

C. The arguments of the after plugins must be modified 

D. The execution of the before and after plugins must be suppressed 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

You are reviewing a theme in app/design/frontend/MyCompany/MyTheme and see the file etc/view.xml. 

What is the function of this file? 

A. It configures Grunt to compile assets for the theme 

B. It stores theme and image configuration values 

C. It specifies the applicable CSS files for the theme 

D. It informs Magento that the theme is present and available for use 

Correct Answer: B 
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